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INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories has responsibility for
designing all non-nuclear components for the U.S. nuclear
weapons program, as well as performing a wide variety of
energy research and development projects. More
generically, Sandia works on assignments that broadly
respond to military and economic national security threats.
In conjunction with this work, Sandia encourages and seeks
partnemhips with appropriate U.S. industry and U.S.
government groups to collaborate on emerging technologies
that support our mission. The breadth and depth of Sandia’s
scientific endeavors span every discipline required to fulfill
our national defense mission and have consistently
contributed to the USS technological and economic well
being. This broad focus has led to revolutionary advances in
multiple science and technology areas including for example,
advanced manufacturing, materials and processes, modeling
and simulation, computational and information sciences,
nanotechnology, electronics, pulsed power, and engineering
sciences,

In the area of modeling and simulation (M&S), Sandia is
engaged in an unprecedented effort to revolutionize
engineering and manufacturing. This efforl intends to
reduce the reliance on traditional physical build and test
methodologies through increased use of digital modeling and
simulation approaches. Sandia is developing and applying
advanced M&S technology as part of the Department of
Energy’s (DOE’s) Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative
(ASCI), including a major effort to move high performance
computing (HPC) far beyond its current level of performance.
Although driven by national security needs, many of the
capabilities developed are helping solve complex industrial
problems of a scope never before feasible. For example,
visualization of oil and gas reservoirs, modeling the entire life
cycle of manufactured products such as tires, or simulating
an airliner crash are just a few samples of the cooperative
work Sandia performs for non-defense projects. This paper
presents some of the goals, efforts, capabilities, and

● Sandia is a multi-programlaboratoryoperatedby Sandia
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accomplishments of the M&S efforts at Sandia National
Laboratories ranging from engineering simulations to
enterprise modeling.

MODELING & SIMULATION

US. national policy, budgetary and time constraints on
non-nuclear testing, and loss of production capability call for
a new means of verifying the safety, reliability, and
performance of the U.S. nuclear stockpile. While new
weapon production has ceased, the ability to design nuclear
weapons, analyze their performance, predict their safety and
reliability, and cetilfy their functionality as they age is
essential for conscientious management of the enduring
stockpile. Recent dramatic advances in computer
technology make virtual testing and prototyping viable
alternatives to some traditional physical test-based methods.
The possibility of managing the entire life cycle of complex
devices and systems lies in simulation-based performance
models of the components, subsystems, and systems and in
the models of materials synthesis, manufacturing processes,
aging, and disposition.

Sandia has identified five segments of a system’s life
cycle in which the development and use of M&S can provide
dramatic increases in effectiveness and decreased costs.
The first segment is Simulation-Driven Concept Exploration,
in which simulation technologies such as intelligent softwere
agents, generative analysis, variablelreversible aggregation
and disaggregation, collectivekooperative behavior, genetic
optimization and uncertainty quantification are used to
explore massive trade spaces. The second segment is
Simulation-Based Design, Test, Evaluation and
Manufacture. Technologies including massively parallel and
commodity-based high performance computing, the “right”
level of coupled physics models, multi-model federates,
manufacturing M&S, and virtual/synthetic environments for
visualizing massive datasets will enable high-confidence
simulation-based design, acquisition, test and evaluation.

The third segment is Personnel Protection Simulation and
Analysis, in which physics-based M&S is integrated into
vulnerability assessment tools. These tools address issues
such as explosive and chemical/biological threats, genetic
algorithms for bio-event early warning/epidemiologicel
prediction, probabilistic risk assessment, and virtual reality to
visualize threats and enhance training so that personnel
protection can transition from “vulnerability assessment” to
“situation awareness.” The fourth segment is PredictNe
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M&S for Sustainment Logistics, Here, technologies such as
design for reliability, system reliability, electronics reliability,
predictive failure/physics of failure, prognostic algorithms for
diagnostic sensors, spares optimizatiordsupply chain
management, and large-scale optimization techniques are
used to transition from “reactive” to “predictive” maintenance,
sustainment and logistics. The fifth segment is Simulating
Comprehensive Information Connectivity, in which low-
power cryptography, high-speed secure network system
phenomenology models, ad-hoc wireless network
technology, distributed computing, and intelligent software
agents for information assurance are used to enable rapidly
changing reconfigurable communication networks for
effective knowledge management.

Another critical M&S capability that spans these life cycle
segments is the simulation of human behavior in complex
adaptive systems including individual and group behavior
through techniques such as layered learning, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, genetic programming, expert
systems and autonomous adaptive systems. Humans are a
vital element in virtually all complex systems of interest.

Preliminary versions of virtual testing and prototyping
exist today. However, to meet the needs of the future,
simulation applications must achieve higher-resolution,
three-dimensional, full-physics, and full-system capabilities.
This level of simulation requires HPC far beyond the current
level of performance. DOES ASCI program is creating the
leading-edge computational modeling and simulation
capabilities to meet this need, The ASCI initiative is being
accomplished through a collaboration of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National
Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories. ASCI
activities within the initiative are organized to support
multiple strategies including ...

● high-end computing platforms,
● advanced applications, and
● robust problem solving environments,

HPC PLATFORMS

The objective of the HPC platform strategy is to stimulate
the U.S. computer manufacturing industry to create high-end
computers with speeds and memory capacities thousands of
times greater than currently available. It is estimated that
compute-based engineering life cycle applications will
require a several orders-of-magnitude increase in computing
performance above the best computers currently available.
Access to these high-end supercomputing capabilities will
give scientists and engineers the ability to develop and use
high-performance, “full-system”, “full-physics” predictive
codes and to consider classes of problems that are now
intractable with current computing power. In order to support
full-physics, full system simulation, 100’s of TeraOPS and
beyond are required. The HPC platform effort is bridging the
gap between Giga- and Tera-scale computing through the
following approaches (Figure 1).

● Accelerate high-performance computing,
● Maintain affordability by accelerating existing

technology trends.
● Demonstrate scaleable balanced 100-TeraOPSs

computing platforms.
. Develop sotlware to take full advantage of hardware

capabilities.
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Fig. 1: HPC Platform Goals

The requirement for predictive simulations leading to a
platform performance objective of 100s of TeraOPS requires
a broad balance in platform capabilities, advanced
application development, and an integrated problem-solving
environment. This imposes requirements for appropriate
memory, memory bandwidth and latency, disk capacity,
parallel 1/0 bandwidth, and exlemal networking.
Partnerships to develop alternative methods for achieving
the end goal of 100s of TeraOPS are being pursued. For
example, single computer company partnerships have
already provided a major increase in computing resources
as evidenced by Sandia’s TeraOPS computer (Figure 2).
This computer recently achieved a record speed of 2.8
TeraOPS and is heavily used for a variety of defense and
science applications.
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An alternative HPC platform strategy is to aggregate
“commercial-off-the-shelf” (COTS) technology in scaleable
architectures to develop high-performance computers at
affordable costs. Already under development at Sandia is
the CPlantm computing cluster that ranks in the world’s top
100 computing platforms and was used to break the world
record for large database sorting.

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS

There are two broad science and technology (S&T) areas
related to advanced application development: 1) engineering
S&T and 2) computer and information S&T. Engineering
S&T at Sandia is focused on the revolution in engineering
and manufacturing with the imperative of creating a model-
and simulation-based life cycle engineering environment,
Life cycle engineering, at Sandia, is considered to be a
comprehensive and validated modeling and simulation
capability that enables “cradle-to-grave” stewardship of the
products for which Sandia is responsible. This concept is
intended to change the way Sandia’s products are
engineered, allowing us to move from traditional physical
build and test-based processes to computation-driven
processes supported by high performance computing. Basic
research to improve the fundamental understanding of, for
example, the physics of multiphase flows, complex flows
through porous media, fluid/structural interactions, and
complex geomechanics is underway. This is in conjunction
with developing, deploying, validating, and verifying the
corresponding modeling and simulation capabilities.

Computer and information S&T are also vital to the
development of advanced M&S simulations. Important
areas in this field include the development of new
mathematical methods, algorithms, and software tools
including for example efFicient parallel matrix solvers and
massively parallel computer operating systems. Other
developmental efforts in the computational and information
sciences area range from discovery of new methods for finite
element meshing and load balancing to the creation of
immersive visualization environments, Such work at Sandia
has won many national and international awards and has led
to numerous major patents and commercial licenses.

Additionally, in regards to advanced applications, Sandia is
aggressively pursuing the verification and validation of
models and simulations. Verification is the process of
ensuring that the problem is solved accurately while
validation is the process of ensuring that the right problem is
solved. Because it is necessary to place increased reliance
on computer simulations when making engineering
judgments, the uncertainties associated with these
calculations must be well understood and, over time,
reduced. These uncertainties arise from many sources,
errors in coding, inadequate approximations, physical
processes not represented in the code, and user errors. The
goal of both verification and validation is to reduce the total
uncertainty associated with modeling and simulation
calculations. Reducing any individual uncertainty to zero at

the expense of leaving others large clearly fails to minimize
the overall uncertainty therefore a balanced effort is
underway that addresses all sources of uncertainty,

Representative of the many advanced applications
developed at Sandia is the CTH computer code. CTH is a
multi-material, large deformation, strong shock wave, solid
mechanics code that supports multi-phase, elastic-
viscoplastic, porous and explosive materials. A recent
interesting scientific application of the CTH code was the
numerical simulations of the. impact of the comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Jupiter (Figure 3). With many
organizations attempting to simulate this unique event,
Sandia’s simulations were the only ones to follow comet
debris from the time of impact through the time when debris
was ejected from the fireball. In the weeks preceding the
impacts, Sandia published several papers predicting that the
explosion would be directed outward along the fragment’s
path of entry, that an incandescent fireball would rise into
view within a minute of impact, and that a plume of debris
would rise into sunlight. Because of these predictions,
Sandia was credited with alerting the astronomical
community to look for these phenomena. The accuracy of
the predictions provided qualitative verification and validation
for modeling events involving very large energy releases of
approximately one million megatons.

F~ig.3: Simulation of Shoemaker-Levy 9 Impac:t

The Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) between Goodyear and Sandia also provides
many illustrative examples of Sandia’s M&S capabilities.
Sandia has developed many computer-based analysis tools
for predicting the thermal and mechanical responses of
structures. These tools are being extended and customized
in the Sandia-Goodyear partnership for the purpose of
simulating and predicting tire manufacturing elements such
as the shaping and curing processes, and tire performance
characteristics such as rolling resistance and hydroplaning
(Figure 4). By doing this, the new computational tools can
reduce the number of prototypes that must be built and
tested, which will ultimately get new tires to market sooner.



Under another complimentary Sandia-Goodyear CRADA,
researchers are using a variety of anal~lcal techniques,
including neutron scattering, to study the structure and
properties of various materials used in tire fabrication. They
are gaining an understanding of the aging and reliability of
elastomers and developing methods for predicting material
lifetimes. They are also developing advanced materials with
improved properties. A third Sandia-Goodyear project is
seeking ways to predict tire vibration for ride quality and
noise applications. All of these efforts have a direct relation
to Sandia’s primary defense mission, through the underlying
engineering analysis codes used in the studies,

PROBLEM SOLVING ENVIRONMENTS

The fundamental goal of the ASCI Problem-Solving
Environment (PSE) program is to provide to application
developers and users accelerated access to HPC including
advanced applications. Strategies employed within the PSE
effort to achieve this fundamental goal include ...

● products based on industry standards,
● end-to-end solutions that directly enable applications

developers and users, and
● a focus on building a balanced tiPC PSE.

In addition, PSE solutions have to be scalable to provide
balanced computing systems for application users up to the
TeraOPS scale.

To accomplish these goals PSE is...

● supporting the rapid development of predictive
simulation codes that are adapted for the efficient use of
massively parallel computers, and

● ensuring that the power of the application/platform
combination can be readily applied by Sandia scientists
and engineers.

In regards to these, Sandia is developing engineering
application code development frameworks and is embarking
on a journey to provide customized, web-accessible
simulation-based tools directly to the desktop computer.

SIERRA

Historically at Sandia, small sofhvare development teams
have developed and maintained engineering codes for their
particular application. The increasing demands upon
software applications to keep up with improvements in
algorithms and hardware place a tremendous strain on the
teams. In particular three emerging technologies that are
each difficult to “back fit” into an existing engineering
software architecture include adaptivity, multi-physics, and
parallel algorithms. Each technology is difficult in itself to
implement in an existing code. Taken together, the task is
overwhelming.

At Sandia, we are also increasingly finding that our code
developers are spending less time on the development of
improved physics capabilities, and more time struggling with
computer science issues related to establishing and
maintaining sofhvare facilities associated with advanced
hardware technologies. Examples of such software facilities
are parallel communication including parallel inpu~output
(10), Because of each team’s responsibility for its own
code’s development, this attention to computer-science
issues has resulted in duplication of effort.

As in most organizations, legacy codes at Sandia
represent a tremendous investment. Although individually
valuable, the coupling of these codes to represent more
complex phenomenon has primarily been limited due to
computer science related issues. Where coupling of two or
more codes has occurred, the time to perform a complete
computer analysis with the coupled codes is often excessive.
Typically, the codes must be executed in sequence, with a
special translator program executed in between each set of
coupled codes to translate the results of the one code into
the input format expected by the other code. Because of the
demands on laboratory computers, the processing sequence
to perform a coupled-code analysis could exlend over a
period of several weeks since each subsequent task in the
sequence may occupy a much later position in the queue.

In response to the above, SIERRA’S main goal is to
provide an environment for parallel, adaptive, coupled-code
development. To achieve this goal, an object-oriented
architecture of software services that are common to
engineering codes and a set of software tools to manage
code development process are being developed. S1ERRA’s
software architecture is based upon the observation that
Sandia’s analysis codes share a common computer science
basis that logically should be implemented once and used by
all of our codes (Figure 5). The capabilities of parallel
communication, parallel 10, and the transfer of solution fields
from one code to another for the purpose of coupling are
being built into SIERRA so that they can be used by all
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Sandia codes. Once a code is built within the SIERRA
framework, it can either be run in stand-alone mode or be
coupled. Because such codes “speak the same language,”
coupling will be inherently more flexible than was ever
historically possible. For example, several Sandia
components employ a manufacturing process known as
resistance welding, To accurately model the residual
stresses induced by this process requires the coupled
solution of electrical, thermal, and mechanical fields. Other
important applications of coupling range from weapon surety
in fuel fires to tire manufacturing processes.

ScaJable linear eauation solvers for solutiin of sparse
systems of equations on distributed and shared
memory parallel architectures.
Parallel /0 that is independent of the file format and
provides the ability to write results or restart files in
parallel to one or more neutral file formats.
f)w)arnic /oacf ba/ancin~ that provides for moving
mesh objects and their associated data from one
processor to another.
Parallel services that separate the engineering from
the parallel implementation.
Data services that provide data structures and
functionality to separate the data bookkeeping from
the engineering.

Fig. 5: SIE= Architecture

Fig. 6: SIERRA Common Services

SIERRA represents a software architecture where the
framework has been broken into a set of building blocks
upon from which the engineering simulation codes are built.
The codes have been factored into those parts that deal with
the more abstract computer science portions, mainly
associated with data movement and data management, and
into those that deal with the engineering algorithmic
implementation. This allows engineering codes built upon
SIERRA to have more immediate access to the functionality
developed by the computer science researchers. A goal is
to leverage Sandia’s computer science algorithmic research
and development across many engineering applications.
Application development with SIERRA also promotes
software reusability. Objects created by SIERRA or
application developers are available for reuse by others.
Thus one can leverage critical application components,
which increases productivity and encourages consistency.

WEB-ACCESSIBLE SIMULATION-BASED TOOLS

Historically, computer modeling and simulation has
required substantial levels of software and hardware subject
matter expertise. This conflicts with the desire for ubiquitous
M&S to maximize the benefits that these technologies offer.
The challenge is then to provide easy-to-use, useful,
integrated, and validated modeling and simulation
capabilities that are accessible by the broader science and
engineering community throughout the product life cycle.
More specifically, computer-based modeling and simulation
tools are needed that are accessible via the desktop
computer and allow the design engineer, for example,
throughout the product life cycle to quickly, conveniently,
safely, securely, and reliably explore a design space.
Moreover, the tools must transparently incorporate an
integrated set of capabilities (e.g., modeling, meshing,
analysis, and visualization) that execute on diverse and

SIERRA offers the following services to the engineering
application developer (Figure 6).

distributed comuutinci hardware from workstations to
. Multi-mechanics infrasftucture which provides the TeraOPS computers. -

capability to rapidly couple single physi~ applications
into a multi-physics package. At Sandia, customized, web-accessible modeling and

simulation tools are being developing that bring advanced
applications and HPC to the desktop computer (Figure 7).
This effort will be expanded considerably in the coming
years with the goal of disseminating previously restricted
modeling and simulation capabilities to the broader Sandia
design and engineering community. Easy and convenient

Adadivifv infrastructure that allows for increasing and
decreasing spatial resolution based upon specific
engineering criteria.
~e that provides anSurfs
abstraction of a surface and a set of interfaces for
performing mechanics operations on the surfaces
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access to modeling and simulation tools will promote earlier
and more extensive use of simulation capabilities throughout
the entire product life cycle. Additionally this access should
also decrease the demand for expensive physical prototypes
and testing, as well as reducing the longer times needed to
develop the physical models and tests which remain
necessary. The tools also leverage the valuable and limited
human resources that provide design, modeling, and
simulation expertise,

Fig, 7: Web-accessible Simulation-based Tool

ENTERPRISE MODELING

Beyond physics-based engineering simulations, Sandia is
involved in an enterprise modeling and simulation effort.
Enterprise modeling and simulation attempts to capture all of
the pertinent attributes of a business or institutional entity
and express these attributes in a simulation environment.
These attributes include the physical, financial, personnel,
management, and safety processes and information flows
that are part of the enterprise being studied. When an
enterprise model (EM) is constructed and used properly, it
corresponds to the real business enterprise.

The primary objective for enterprise modeling and
simulation is to provide a better idea of how an enterprise
will respond to various cost and funding scenarios, policy
changes, surveillance findings, technology changes, and
regulatory changes. The EM is expected to be able to
process all aspects of the factors that will bear on
performance of the enterprise. Some examples of the types
of situations that the EM will have to deal with include ...

● changes in the number of sites in the enterprise and
their responsibilities,

● response to failures,
● changes in production processes,
● capital investments,
● changes in the specific regulations, and
● changes in overall funding.

in response to this need, the COMPASS (A Confederation
of Models to Perform Assessments in Stockpile
Stewardship) project is being cooperatively developed
across the DOE (Figure 8). COMPASS unifies a set of
distributed, classified enterprise models across the DOE.
These models describe products and processes, from
interactive simulations of manufacturing operations
representing the flow of produced entities (both parts and
information) behveen plants in the DOE, to the detailed
record of assembly and reliability fault tree equations of
individual systems. A major goal of COMPASS is to enable
better decisions regarding production, stewardship, and
dismantlement plans, options, and investments.

Fig. 8: DOE Enterprise Modeling

SUMMARY

Sandia National Laboratories is pursuing a broad M&S
program ranging from cooperative development of HPC
platforms, to advanced applications development including
enterprise modeling, to making widely available the HPC
environment at the desktop. The overarching goal of this
effort is nothing short of revolutionizing the engineering and
manufacturing life cycle process by shifting from nearly
exclusive reliance on traditional physical build and test-
based processes to substantially greater reliance on digital
model and simulation-based processes. Capabilities ranging
from the world’s fastest computers to a variety of advanced
engineering analysis codes and tools, to modern code
development architectures have already been developed
and are in use. These capabilities will serve as a basis for
the next phase of the revolution. Sandia actively
encourages and engages in mutually beneficial M&S
partnerships with U.S. industry and U.S. government groups.
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